74 75 A significant proportion of osteoarthritis (OA) patients continue to experience moderate to 76 severe pain after total joint replacement (TJR). Preoperative factors related to pain persistence 77 are mainly studied using individual predictor variables and distinct pain outcomes, thus leading 78 to a lack of consensus regarding the influence of preoperative parameters on post-TJR pain. In 79 this prospective observational study, we evaluated knee and hip OA patients before, 3 and 6 80 months post-TJR searching for clinical predictors of pain persistence. We assessed multiple 81 measures of quality, mood, affect, health and quality of life, together with radiographic 82 evaluation and performance-based tasks, modeling four distinct pain outcomes. Multivariate 83 regression models and network analysis were applied to pain related biopsychosocial measures 84 and their changes with surgery. A total of 106 patients completed the study. Pre-surgical pain 85 levels were not related to post-surgical residual pain. Although distinct pain scales were 86 associated with different aspects of post-surgical pain, multi-factorial models did not reliably 87 predict post-surgical pain in knee OA (across four distinct pain scales) and did not generalize to 88 hip OA. However, network analysis showed significant changes in biopsychosocial-defined OA 89 personality post-surgery OA, in both groups. Our results show that although tested clinical and 90 biopsychosocial variables reorganize after TJR in OA, their presurgical values are not predictive 91 of post-surgery pain. Derivation of prognostic markers for pain persistence after TJR will require 92 more comprehensive understanding of underlying mechanisms. 93 94 Keywords: osteoarthritis, pain, post-surgical pain, arthroplasty, clinical risk factors, outcomes.
178 Demographic profiling, acquired at V1, included age, education and professional status. Medical 179 data concerning height and weight, pre-surgical co-morbid conditions, previous surgeries, 180 general medication and smoking habits were recorded at patient interview and by clinical charts 181 analysis. A clinical questionnaire regarding the history and evolution of knee pain assessed pain 182 onset, duration and frequency; pain medication and previous non-pharmacological treatments. 204 Radiographs were scored accordingly to the Kellgreen-Lawrence (KL) classification -grades 0 to 205 4 [16], by two trained radiologists. The first classified the whole sample, the second classified half 206 of the subjects for inter-reliability measurement. Both researchers were blind to the clinical data 265 selection method, in an automatic step-by-step iterative construction of the model. Significance 266 level to enter (α-to-enter) was set at 0.05 and α-to-remove at 0.10. To test if the models obtained 267 in KOA replicated in HOA patients, and due to a smaller sample size in this group, we applied a 268 multiple linear regression analysis in HOA, entering as independent variables the predictor 269 factors uncovered for KOA, thus testing the extent of shared factors between the two conditions. 270 For all regression models, assumptions of linearity, independence of observations, 271 homoscedasticity and absence of multicollinearity were met, and residuals were approximately 272 normally distributed in all models. Outliers were detected by examining studentized deleted 273 residuals, any values greater than ± 3 standard deviations were removed. Throughout all models, 274 no more than 3 cases were removed.
275 A composite measure of pain intensity was built averaging the four outcome scales. Here, a two-276 way mixed effects ANOVA was conducted to study differences in pain levels across time and type 277 of OA. The same regression analysis methodology was applied to this new variable in HOA and 278 KOA groups.
279 Correlation matrices of the clinical and psychological variables (questionnaires subscales and 280 physical performance scores) were represented as binarized networks, constructed at the 25% 281 stronger correlations for each matrix (KOA/HOA at baseline, 3-and 6-months post-surgery), and 282 visualized using the software Cystoscape (v3.6.1, http://www.cytoscape.org). For each network, 283 questionnaire measures were represented as nodes and the thresholded correlations as edges.
284 Network communities were derived from the previous PCA. Two network graph measures were 285 computed to characterize and quantify topological changes, using the Matlab Brain Connectivity 286 Toolbox [31]. Clustering coefficient is a measure of the extent to which nodes in a graph tend to 287 cluster together. Nodes have the trend to create groups characterized by a high density of 288 connections. We computed local clustering coefficient of all nodes, and averaged them, reflecting 289 the overall level of clustering in a network, from 0 (no clustering) to 1 (maximal clustering). The 290 second calculated measure, modularity, refers to the compartmentalization and interrelation of 291 modules in a network. Modules can be defined as sets of nodes densely connected among 292 themselves and poorly connected to other regions of the network. Using the Louvain community 293 detection algorithm, averaged over 100 computed repetitions, we obtained values that vary from 294 0 (random network) and 1 (highly structured network).
295 We studied the changes in the strength of connectivity for all networks, calculating the change 296 in correlation coefficients for all pairs of subscales from baseline to three and six months, and 297 averaging these over the entire networks, obtaining the mean ΔR. For all inter and intra-group 298 comparisons, regarding network measures and change in correlation coefficients, statistical 299 probability was computed with 10,000 repeated random resampling. 473 KOA baseline pain intensity was explained by different pain-related characteristics, depending on 474 the questionnaire used to capture pain intensity. While the pain quality factor was incorporated 475 in all four regression models, additional unique influences were also identified for three of the 540 residual pain with the aggregate measure again highlighted better surgical outcomes in HOA: 541 74% of KOA patients reported at least 20% reduction of the initial pain, but only 46% of HOA. The 542 number of patients sustaining higher pain levels decreases for both OA groups, more dramatically 543 for hip than for knee OA (Figure 5b ). 544 Next we tested how pre-surgical factors predict 6-months post-surgical KOA pain, using our 545 aggregate measure (Table 5) 560 months post-surgery. KOA patients sustain higher levels of pain relative to HOA (20%: X 2 (1) =6.43, 561 p=0.011; 40%: X 2 (1) =4.71, p=0.03; 60%: X 2 (1)=3.88, p=0.049). **p<0.01; *p<0.05. 581 characteristics that define the OA state, as the variations in individual factor weights can be 582 considered to define the OA-pain personality profile of such patients. Therefore, we calculated 583 these networks pre-surgery, and three-and six-months post-surgery (Figure 6) . 
